In this paper, modeling and control simulation of a novel personal mobility electric vehicle, named Smartwheel, are presented. The vehicle is structurally similar to a pedaless unicycle but uses a hub motor as the driving wheel and contains a steering motor which automatically actuates a steering mechanism for steering and maintaining lateral stability. In order to design the lateral control system for the steering motor, Lagrange formulation is firstly used to derive the dynamic equation. The dynamic equation is then linearized around an equilibrium point to acquire a linear model for revealing the crucial dynamic characteristics and facilitating the control design. A statefeedback controller is designed using the linear model. Simulations show that the controller can successfully steer the vehicle and achieve lateral stability under different vehicle speeds.
Introduction
In densely populated urban environments, electric vehicles (EV) for personal mobility purposes are increasingly accepted as capable, even appealing, forms of transportation due to their zero emission nature. Vehicles in this category include electric bicycles, electric kick scooters, electric motorcycles, and electric scooters. Following the recent advances in digital computers, sensor and actuator technology, and control theory, researchers now have the opportunity to contemplate radically new concepts for the personal mobility EVs of next generation.
One of the innovative personal mobility EV invented in recent years is Segway [1] . Segway is basically a twowheel inverted pendulum. Segway's distinct features including zero turning radius and small footprint make it very suitable for providing transportation needs in tight spaces or highly traffic areas. Since the release of Segway, several vehicles with the structure of a wheeled inverted pendulum have been developed. Examples include the B2 vehicle [2] , Toyota's winglet [3] , Honda's U3-X[4], and so on. It is worth mentioning that, unlike Segway's twowheel structure, U3-X is similar to a pedaless unicycle. However, the wheel on U3-X is an omni-directional one that it is made up of a number of smaller motor-control wheels which permit U3-X to move freely in all directions.
In this paper, a novel personal mobility electric vehicle, named Smartwheel, is developed. Smartwheel is also a pedaless unicycle as U3-X. However, its driving and balancing mechanisms are much simpler than U3-X. Instead of using the sophisticated omni-directional wheel to simultaneously achieve driving, lateral balancing, and steering, Smartwheel's wheel is a conventional wheel driven a brushless DC (BLDC) motor. Its steering mechanism consists of mechanical linkages, springs, and a steering motor. Since the vehicle is open-loop unstable in both the longitudinal and the lateral directions, there are a longitudinal controller to control the hub motor and a lateral controller to control the steering motor to respectively stabilize the system dynamics in both directions. Particularly, the lateral stabilization in Smartwheel is different from most uni-wheel robots/vehicles which rely on gyroscopic stabilization by controlling a spinning flywheel [5] [6] [7] .
This paper performs simulation studies on the modeling and control of Smartwheel. The paper is organized as follows: The description of the system is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the dynamic equation is derived using Lagrange formulation. The dynamic equation is then linearized around an equilibrium point to obtain the linear model in Section 4. In Section 5, control system is designed and validated numerically. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.
System Description
The schematic of Smartwheel is shown in Fig. 1 . The machine basically consists of three rigid bodies: the wheel, the lower frame and the upper frame. The wheel itself is a hub motor and spins against the lower frame via a wheel axle. There is a rotational joint between the upper frame and the lower frame. The rotational joint allows the upper frame to swing laterally with respect to the lower frame to provide (lateral) balancing and steering. Such a lateral swing is actuated by the steering motor which has its stator fixed on the upper frame and its rotor rigidly connected to a leveling link. On either side of the vehicle, there is a series cable-spring connecting one end of the leveling link attached to the corresponding end of the wheel shaft. There are pre-tensions on both springs and as the steering motor rotates, one spring is further stretched, and the other spring is compressed. The unbalanced stretching in the two springs results a torque that tilts the wheel laterally and causes the relative swing between the lower and the upper frame along the rotational joint.
To obtain the dynamic model of Smartwheel, the coordinates and crucial variables that define the system motion are defined in Fig. 2 . As for the coordinates, P is the point of contact of the wheel on the horizontal plane. As far as the wheel is concerned, it has three degrees of freedom defined by the roll angle , the tilting angle , and the yaw angle .
 define the pitch angle between the lower frame and the W Y axis, and  defines the swing angle of the upper frame relative to the lower frame along the rotational joint. Finally, the rotational angle of the steering motor, which is shown in Fig. 1 , is referred to as the steering angle  . [2] . The main focus in this investigation is on designing a control system for lateral balancing and steering. Therefore, it is assumed that a pitch control system has already been established. The torque of the hub motor is thus properly regulated to overcome the system instability in the pitch direction. As the result of the control, it is assumed that the lower frame is maintained at a constant pitch angle ss  1 and the wheel spins at a constant rate ss  . In order to further simplify the system model for control purposes, two more assumptions are made. Firstly, it is assumed that both the upper frame and the lower frame, and the steering motor are massless but there is a point mass M , which models the center of gravity of the passenger, attached to the upper frame. Secondly, there already exists an angle control system for the steering motor, so instead of the motor torque, it is the motor angle (or the steering angle)  that is treated as the control input.
Derivation of the Dynamic Equation
The dynamic equation is derived using Lagrange formulation. Lagrange formulation requires one to obtain the expressions for the total kinetic energy and the total potential energy.
Kinetic Energy
As for the kinetic energy, it is contributed by the motions of the wheel and the point mass. The kinetic energy 1 Notice that in order for the wheel to reach a constant spinning rate at steady state, the pitch angle should correspond to a configuration that the point mass is right on the top of the wheel axle.
contributed by the wheel is denoted by w T whose expression is given by . On the other hand, the kinetic energy by the point mass is denoted by m T and is given by 
Among (5)~ (7) , only (7) is integrable, which yields
Because (5) and (6) 
Potential Energy
The potential energy of Smartwheel is contributed by the gravitational energy of the wheel and the point mass, and the elastic energy of the springs in the steering mechanism. The gravitational energy g V can be easily expressed as
The elastic energy is due to the change of length of the series cable-spring. The length change comes from the relative movement between the end of the level link attached to the motor's rotor and the corresponding end of the level link attached to the wheel's shaft. Under a steering angle of  , the length of the right series cablespring is given by According to (11) and (12), the initial lengths for both series cable-springs at the equilibrium configuration
Assume the pretension in each of the spring is 0  . The total elastic energy e V can be expressed as
where r k is the spring constant.
The Dynamic Equation
After computing the kinetic energy and the potential energy, one can obtain the Lagrangian L by
Using the constrained Lagrangian method [8] , the dynamic equation for the entire system can be derived in the following form
is the Lagrange multiplier which models the constraint force vector due to the ground contact. Notice that the system is under the nonholonomic constraint in (9). To represent the system dynamics by a minimum set of differential equations, one needs to eliminate the Lagrange multiplier. To do so, the constraint matrix A is (9) partitioned as   
. Using the C matrix, the constraint in (9) can be converted into 
can be viewed as the new inertia matrix with respect to the new set of generalized coordinates 2 q .
Linearized Dynamics and Control Design
The dynamic equation in (20) 
The linearized dynamics in the state-equation form is given by
is the state vector,   u the control input, A is the system matrix and b is the control gain vector. In the following, it is assumed the parameters in Table 1 are adopted for Smartwheel. Thus A and b are given numerically as 
In the case that 0 ) 0
According to the definitions of  and  , such a relation matches with the common sense that a disk rolls to the direction which it is tilted to. Another implication for (22) is that one can control the yaw rate   via controlling  . For this reason, we give up the regulation of   using u but instead using u to regulate only  and  . To achieve so, a partial state vector 
Control Design and Simulations
In this section, a lateral control system is designed to stabilize the vehicle for the possible operating speeds. Moreover, the control system also has to provide satisfactory control performance over the tuning of the tilt angle so as to generate appropriate yaw rate for steering. The complete controllability of the linear model in (24) allows us to perform pole assignment by statefeedback control, so the controller is in the form of ). The responses of the control input  are shown in Fig. 8 . As far as tracking the rectangular pulse d  is concern, one can see from Fig. 4 
Conclusion
In this paper, a self-balanced, personal mobility vehicle is proposed. The vehicle is intended to be used in densely populated urban environments that one can integrate it with the public transportation system to increase the commuting range. Due to the special mechanism devised in the vehicle for steering and lateral balancing, its dynamics is highly nonlinear and yet there are strong couplings among different joint axes. To facilitate the control design, the Lagrange formulation is used to derive the dynamic equation and the dynamic equation is then linearized to obtain a linear model. The linear model reveals that the vehicle is open-loop unstable at low vehicle speeds but there is a critical speed beyond which the instability disappears. A state-feedback controller is designed using the linear model. Simulations show that the controller can successfully steer the vehicle and achieve lateral stability under different vehicle speeds. Current research is focused on implementing the vehicle and verifying its control performance experimentally.
